Introduction
Let D be the unit disc in C with boundary 9D = T. We denote by
H{D x D) the analytic functions on D x D and by H P (D x D) the functions in H(D x D) with boundary values in ^(r x T)
; the measure on T is the normalized Lebesgue measure da and the measure on T x T is da (g) da.
In this note we prove that a certain generalized corona problem (for two generators) always has a solution that can be estimated by the Cauchy transform of a bounded function plus a bounded function. g2(gi,^2)dei d^A^2
Then 9U = H for 9[7/<9zi = ffi and since QHi/Qz^ = QH^/Ozi
by Cauchy's general integral formula.
We now want to rewrite (1) and therefore first consider the formulâ (6, 22) .
H l (^l, 22) which follows from the fact that the right hand side is harmonic (in zi) and has boundary values zero. Hence, (1) is now
A corona problem for two generators
In this section, we prove the following theorem : where
which means that 9(g^) = 0 outside an analytic set, hence Qg-i = 0 on D x D which proves that 52 is also analytic.
That 9g\ = 0 means that :
To avoid regularity problems, we can dilatate g, /i and /2; prove uniform estimates and use weak convergence and normal family arguments. Moreover, we can assume that :
||/l||L-4-||/2||L-<1. 
We now claim that there exist two functions K^ € L°°(T x D) and
K2 € L°°(r x T) such that ||Ki||L-+ ll^lk-< C f A(^i, 6)^1(^1.6) da($i)d^2 A dĴ TxD = f A(^i ,6)^1 (^i, 6) d^i A d^i d^2 A dĴ DxD and U.CEGRELL / B{^ 6)^2(^2) d^ida(6) JTxT ---/ B(^2)^2(^6)d^2A d$2 (27T%) 7^^f or every A G L^T x D),( A(^2)^i(6^2)d6Ad^i i, 6)^1 (6,6) d$i A d^i d$2 A dĴ DxD <C7 / |A(^^2)|da($i)d^AdĴ
6-^1
w^'^LTxD
• We estimate the first term as follows. Since Choose 6 so that ---l -(1 + e) == 1. Then by Riesz representation theorem.
• The second term is bounded by ll^illz/oo and as above, we can prove that
Since the last term is analytic it can be removed and therefore the proof of the theorem is complete.
REMARK There exist K € L°°(T) such that there is no / G H(D x D) with
Z2 f ^Ld^+/cL OO (DxD). dz\ dz^ dzT ake V to be :
JT Ul^l -^l| Then, V eL°°(DxD) and ay 9 r -2 /• zi-^i 2^! /, ," , " 
